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Comparison of Chi-Square and Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square Tests: Power of Test 
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Abstract: The aim of this study was comparatively analyzed in point of power of test of Chi-Square and
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square statistics. For this aim, data obtained from 107 refugees were examined as to power
test of both statistics. On the contrary many authors generally prefer G statistics to Chi-Square statistics, power
of test should be examined as well as composition of the cell frequencies to make very appropriate decision on
selecting one of Chi-Square and Likelihood Ratio (LR) Chi-Square statistics in contingency tables. It can be
concluded that “power of test concept” is more important phenomenon than common concept that cell
frequencies are less than 5 for making selection in favour of Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square when examined fourth
contingency.
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INTRODUCTION responses to questions on economic, education, political,

Chi-Square and Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square (G test)
statistics have been commonly used as criteria of
goodness of fit and independent statistics in contingency
tables and multivariate analysis. G-statistics of these two
statistics displays asymptotically chi-squared
approximation and many authors who are interested in
categorical data analysis generally prefer G statistics to
Chi-Square statistics . However, it is suggested that[2,4,6]

chi-squared approximation will not be favorable for LR
when n/rc is less than 5 . In order to obtain a definite[1]

opinion regarding reliability of our experiment (survey),
power of test for both statistics should be examined. This
depends on whether which of these tests will be preferred
and changes as to sample size, type I error, and phi-
coefficient (anonymous). In the light of this information,
in point of power of test, these two statistics calculated
by contingency tables composed of questionnaires
carried out on 107 refugees are to comparatively analyzed
by using a special SAS macro calculating power of Chi-
Square and Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square statistics   and[3]

results of type I error and power values obtained from
these statistics are to be evaluated and interpreted .[5]

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Material of the study was composed of their

health, psychological and social life of 107 refugees and
asylum seeker was accepted Union National High
Commissary Refugees in Van, Turkey . The refugees[7]

were queried questions concerning their education,
health, psychological and social status. Data obtained
from those refugees were analyzed by using a special SAS
macro  calculating power of Chi-Square and Likelihood[3]

Ratio Chi-Square statistics.
Chi-Square (1) and Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square

statistics (2) are used in assessing goodness of fit in
multivariate statistics such as logistic regression, and
independence in contingency tables and the formulas of
these two statistics can be expressed respectively as
follows:

 (1) 

 (2)

 Where f observed frequency and f expected frequency.i  

Chi-Square   and   Likelihood  Chi-Square  (G)
statistics   Power  of  test:  Assume  that  H  is[1]

0

equivalent   to   model   M  for  a  contingency  table. Let
B   denote   the   true  probability  in  ith  cell  and  Leti
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B (M)  denote  the  value  to  which the Maximum RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONSi

likelihood (ML) estimate      for model M converges, where
EB   =  EB (M)= 1.    For  multinomial  sample  of size n, The values of Chi-Square and Likelihood Ratio (LR)i    i

the noncentrality parameter for Chi-Square (3) can be Chi-Square statistics and their power calculated for
expressed as follows: contingency tables are presented in Table 1. As shown in

 (3) other. The reason why those values being similar was that

Expression 3 is same form as Chi-Square statistics, with in contingency tables, it could be suggested that Likelihood
place of the sample proportion p  and B (M) in place of   Ratio (LR) Chi-Square statistics could be more advantagei  i

          The noncentrality parameter for Likelihood Ratio or effective than Chi-Square statistics when observed and
Chi-Square Statistics (4) can be express below: expected frequencies in some cells were less than 5. In the

authors , to be made a very appropriate decision on
 (4) selecting favorable statistics, their power values as well as

Table 1, all values calculated for first contingency table
(Psychology with being prisoner) was similar with each

observed frequencies in each cell were more than five.
However, as to corresponding values for second and third

light of findings were in consistent with reports of other
[2,4,6]

probability values of two statistics should be examined.

Table 1: Chi-Square, LR Chi-Square and their power values of characteristics pairs as to "=0.05
L.R.Ch-Square Value Chi-Square Value L.R. Chi-Square P Chi-Square P L.R. Chi-Square Power Chi-Square Power

Psychology with 9.0154 9.0348 0.0027 0.0026 0.85143 0.85218
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Psychology with 4.9866 3.0551 0.0255 0.0805 0.60762 0.41613
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Marital Status with 11.1619 9.4701 0.0008 0.0021 0.91636 0.86809
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Turning to their 9.1758 11.8657 0.0025 0.0006 0.85751 0.91119
Type I error : 0.05

Table 2: Characteristic pairs based on this study
Psychology with Being prisoner Crosstabulation

 Psychology problem Total
-------------------------------------------------
Yes No

Being Prisoner Yes Count 25 20 45
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 32.0 13.0 45.0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
No Count 51 11 62

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 44.0 18.0 62.0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Count 76 31 107

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 76.0 31.0 107.0

Psychology with Turning to their country Crosstabulation
Turning Total
-------------------------------------------------
I want I don’t want

Psychology Yes Count 69 7 76
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 71.0 5.0 76.0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
No Count 31 0 31

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 29.0 2.0 31.0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Count 100 7 107

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 100.0 7.0 107.0
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Table 2: Continued
Marital Status with Sex Crosstabulation

 Sex Total
-------------------------------------------------
Male Female

Marital Status Married Count 47 20 67
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 53.2 13.8 67.0

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Single Count 38 2 40

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 31.8 8.2 40.0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Count 85 22 107

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 85.0 22.0 107.0

Turning to their country with Sex Crosstabulation
 Sex Total

---------------------------------------------------
Male Female

Turning to their I want Count 83 17 100
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 79.4 20.6 100.0

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I dont Count 2 5 7

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 5.6 1.4 7.0

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total Count 85 22 107

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Expected Count 85.0 22.0 107.0

Type I error should be quite little and sample size n looked for power of two statistics. It is can be suggested
should be quite large in order to obtain good power that as being different common concepts, power
values. Therefore, considering similar values in fourth calculation of two statistics is more important
contingency table, although observed frequency of one phenomenon than whether observed and expected
cell in fourth contingency table was less than 5, power of frequencies in a contingency table are less than 5 as to
Chi-Square statistics was larger than that of L.R Chi- fourth contingency table. Besides, all values of
Square statistics, which could be arisen from being type contingency tables in Table 1 can change as to
I error of L.R Chi-Square statistics was larger than that of frequencies composition of all cells. Before making
Chi-Square. survey, researchers should take into power of test

Consequently, to be making an exact decision on account and subjects in favorable number for their
selecting favorable one of two statistics, “power of test
concept” for both statistics is more important concept
than common concept on whether both observed and
expected frequency were less than 5. Examined in fourth
contingency table, although observed frequency of one
cell in fourth the contingency table was 2 , L.R Chi-Square
statistics was not more advantage than other statistics.
The finding was not in consistent with reports of other
authors . It could be said that the result obtained from[2,4,6]

fourth contingency table was very interesting. Besides,
Agresti 2001 was reported that chi-squared approximation
was not be favorable for LR when n/rc was less than 5.
This value for our study was 26.75(107/2.2), which meant
that chi-squared approximation was convenient for both
statistics. Others’ power values of test except second
contingency table were suitable values. 

Conclusion: To make very appropriate decision on
selecting one of Chi-Square and Likelihood Ratio (LR)
Chi-Square statistics in a contingency table should be

survey.
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